**MARKSMAN®**

**OWNER'S MANUAL**

**BB REPEATER AIR PISTOL**

Also shoots Pellets, Darts, and Bolts single shot.

.177 cal. (4.5mm)

Shoots BB's, Pellets, Darts, and Bolts

---

**WARNING:** NOT A TOY, ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED, MISUSE OR CARELESS USE MAY CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY, PARTICULARLY TO THE EYE. MAY BE DANGEROUS UP TO 165 YARDS (150 METERS).

INTENDED FOR USE BY THOSE 14 YEARS OR OLDER WITH ADULT SUPERVISION. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING. ALWAYS WEAR PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR. THE BUYER AND USER HAVE THE DUTY TO OBEY ALL LAWS REGARDING USE AND OWNERSHIP OF THIS AIRGUN.

---

**CAUTION:** NEVER PULL THE TRIGGER WITH THE SLIDE IN THE OPEN POSITION OR PERSONAL INJURY MAY OCCUR.

**STEP 3 COCKING**

Push the slide in with your left hand until you hear a second "click" and it locks in place. The air pistol is now cocked and ready to load or fire.

**STEP 4 ENGAGE SAFETY**

After the airgun has been cocked, always put it "on safe" by engaging the safety. To do this, push the safety in from the left side of the air pistol, thus locking the trigger.

"LOADING" - STEP 5 on next page.

**STEP 5 LOADING**

Complete steps 1, 2, 3 & 4 before attempting to load ammunition. To load your air pistol you must press the loading button at the front of the air pistol. This button is located directly underneath the barrel and when pushed will tip up the entire barrel section to expose the two loading ports.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The barrel section WILL NOT tip up until the air pistol has been cocked. Do not try to pry it open, as this will cause permanent damage, simply follow steps 1 through 4 to cock the air pistol. NEVER fire your air pistol with the barrel section in the open position as this will damage the air pistol.

**TO LOAD BB's**

Point your air pistol downwards and load up to 18 BB's into the SQUARE loading port (NOTE: To quickly and easily load BB's into the air pistol one at a time a Marksman BB Speed Loader is recommended). The BB's are held in the magazine and released one at a time and positioned automatically in the barrel during the cocking sequence; remember to tilt the barrel up when cocking the air pistol to allow the BB's to feed properly.
WARNING TO PARENTS

This is a limited velocity airgun, however, it is still capable of inflicting serious injury if misused. Both shooters and spectators should always wear protective eyewear. This product is not intended for use by those persons under 14 years of age.

This is a "plinker" airpistol, and was not designed for the purpose of shooting small rodents or other small game. As a limited velocity airgun it may be used in restricted areas, even indoors if the proper precautions are observed to insure against personal injury and/or damage to walls, windows, personal property, etc.

The buyer and user have the duty to obey all laws regarding the use and ownership of this airgun. We recommend that any individual under the legal age be supervised at all times by an adult during the operation of this airpistol. Additional information pertaining to the operation of this airgun may be obtained by contacting Marksman Products at (714) 898-7535.

TO LOAD PELLETS
Airgun pellets are loaded one at a time. To load, place the pellet directly into the barrel (the lower round opening). Push the pellet into the barrel until the skirt of the pellet is completely clear of the barrel seal. The short rounded end of the Marksman ammo seater will aid in loading the pellets. Be sure to use only .177 caliber (4.5mm) lead airgun pellets.

CAUTION: Remove all BB's before loading and shooting pellets, darts or bolts. Never place pellets, darts or bolts in the square BB loading port as this will cause damage to the airpistol.

TO LOAD DARTS OR BOLTS
Airgun bolts and darts are also loaded and shot one at a time. Push the bolt or dart directly into the barrel (the lower round opening) and be sure that the flight of the dart or bolt is completely free and clear of the barrel seal. The long, pointed end of the Marksman ammo seater will help you properly seat the darts or bolts. Use only .177 caliber (4.5mm) airgun darts or bolts.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT NOTE: Your Marksmen airpistol has been individually tested at the factory to ensure proper working condition. You must complete steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 before attempting to load your airpistol; failure to do so could result in damage to the airgun or personal injury. Always point your airpistol in a safe direction during the entire cocking, loading, and shooting sequence. Be sure to keep your fingers away from the trigger when cocking and loading your Marksman airpistol.

CAUTION: Follow steps 1-6 carefully and in sequence. Failure to do so may cause serious personal injury and will damage the airpistol.

STEP 1

RELEASE THE SLIDE
The slide latch is located on the left side of the airpistol. Using your right thumb, release the catch by pushing down on the slide latch. The slide will snap back approximately 1/4" when released.

STEP 2

COCKING
Point the barrel of your airpistol upward and grab the rear of the slide with your left hand. Pull the slide back out until you hear a "click."

SAFETY TIPS

1. Always keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction. Never point the airgun at yourself, other people or anything else you don't intend to shoot.

2. Keep your finger off the trigger until you are ready to shoot. Keep the safety on and your finger away from the trigger until the moment you are ready to shoot.

3. Always handle the airgun as though it were loaded and ready to fire. Do not load your airgun until you are ready to shoot. Never assume that the airgun is empty.

4. Always be sure the area behind your target is safe. If you need to use a backstop, place it in a location that will be safe in case it should fail. Always examine the backstop, and if it becomes worn or damaged, replace it immediately.

5. Both shooters and spectators should always wear protective eyewear.

6. Use .177 caliber BBs, Pellets, Darts, or Bolts only. Never reuse BBs or Pellets even though they may look as good as new.

7. Never store your airgun cocked or loaded. Store your airgun so it is not accessible to children or unauthorized persons.

8. Do not disassemble or alter your airgun. Repair should only be done by a qualified airgunsmit or directly through Marksman Products.

9. Never use alcoholic beverages or drugs before or during shooting sessions.
STEP 6
CLOSE BARREL AND PREPARE TO FIRE
After loading, snap the barrel section down into place. Your air pistol is now cocked, loaded, and ready to fire. Before shooting, push the safety to “fire” position by pushing in from the right side.

CAUTION: ALWAYS MAKE SURE THE SAFETY IS IN THE "SAFE" POSITION UNTIL YOU ARE READY TO SHOOT AT YOUR TARGET.

NOTE: An internal protective coating applied at the factory may cause a "soft flat" sound or reduced velocities on initial firing. This is normal. The firing of several rounds of ammo will remove the excess lubricant and a normal sound or velocities will result.

SAFE AND PROPER TARGETS
Always make sure that the background behind the target is safe. Avoid targets which cause ricochet or rebound.

The area behind indoor targets should be protected with a backstop. Light canvas, a blanket or similar fabric is suitable for this purpose. Fabric should be draped 3 inches or more away from walls, furniture, etc. Check frequently for signs of wear and replace when necessary. Discontinue use of any backstop if projectile rebounds or ricochet occurs.

SHOOTING HINTS
1. Point your right foot and right shoulder directly at your target, with your body turned to the left (reverse for left-handed shooters). Turn head to look directly at the target.
2. At arms length, point the air pistol slightly upwards above the shoulder. Slowly lower your arm until the sights are lined up on the target.
3. Holding on target, gently squeeze the trigger. Be careful not to jerk the trigger.

SPECIAL AIRGUN SAFETY COURSE
Your Marksman airgun will bring you many hours of pleasure and satisfaction - if it is used properly.

LEARN HOW TO USE IT SAFELY
The National Rifle Association, working with the American Academy of Ophthalmology, the National Society to Prevent Blindness and the Non-Powder Gun Products Association offers you a special course in airgun safety. This course, taught by National Rifle Association instructors and coaches, is available through numerous groups in your area: gun clubs, Scouts, 4-H, schools, retailers, churches and local civic organizations.

- Understand safe and proper use of airguns.
- Identify principal parts of airgun and demonstrate how they function.
- Understand and respect the rules for safe airgun handling and shooting.
- Identify shooting facilities/clubs in your area.

MAINTENANCE TIPS
Your air pistol should be oiled after every 200 to 300 shots for maximum efficiency. This lubricates the important firing mechanism and helps prevent damage to the vital parts.

To oil your air pistol, keep your fingers away from the trigger and hold the air pistol in an upright and uncocked position as shown in the diagram. Place a few drops of SLIK 50-1 lube in the barrel. Leave the air pistol in this position at least one hour to allow the lube to reach all necessary parts.

After extensive use your air pistol may lose some of its power as a result of wear of the barrel seal and/or the plunger assembly. Should this occur, it will be necessary to return your air pistol for replacement parts and service. The "Limited Warranty" section outlines this return procedure.

CAUTION: DO NOT TAMPER WITH OR MODIFY YOUR AIR PISTOL AS YOU MAY MAKE IT UNSAFE FOR USE. IF YOU DROP YOUR AIRGUN CHECK TO SEE THAT IT IS IN PROPER WORKING CONDITION BEFORE USING IT AGAIN. IF ANYTHING SEEMS WRONG, SUCH AS A DIFFERENT FEEL TO THE TRIGGER PULL, RETURN IT TO AN AUTHORIZED SERVICE STATION FOR A COMPLETE CHECK UP. DO NOT USE YOUR AIR PISTOL UNTIL THIS EXAMINATION HAS BEEN COMPLETED.

During handling, the nickel plating of the Deluxe Air Pistol (model 1010X) will show fingerprints. With your fingers clear of the trigger, wipe down the air pistol with a dry cloth to restore the original luster.

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
"I CAN'T GET THE BARREL SECTION OPEN SO I CAN LOAD MY AIR PISTOL."
The barrel section CANNOT be tilted up to expose the loading ports until the pistol has been cocked. NEVER TRY TO PRY THIS SECTION OPEN. To cock your air pistol follow steps 1 through 4 of the cocking sequence.

"MY AIR PISTOL SEEMS TO HAVE LOW POWER AND WON'T SHOOT VERY FAR."
Your Marksman air pistol was designed as a limited velocity airgun and has a maximum velocity of 200 FPS. The recommended shooting distance is 10 to 15 feet utilizing a safe backstop and protective eyewear. If your airgun has had excessive use you may require service or replacement parts. See section titled "Maintenance Tips" for further information.

"THIS AIR PISTOL DOESN'T SEEM VERY ACCURATE."
This air pistol was designed to be a fun and inexpensive "plinker", not as an ultra accurate match air pistol. You'll find it is an exceptional value providing many hours of entertainment and accuracy consistent with the retail price paid.
LIMITED WARRANTY
MARKSMAN Products warrants this air pistol to be free from defects in material and workmanship at the time of purchase. If the air pistol malfunctions under normal use and conditions within 90 days from date of purchase (sales slip required), MARKSMAN Products will repair, or at its option, replace the air pistol at no charge. This warranty is void if the airgun has been disassembled, abused, misused, or altered in any manner.

IMPLIED WARRANTIES
Any implied warranties, including implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are limited in duration to one year from date of retail purchase. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations may not apply.

HOW TO OBTAIN SERVICE ON YOUR AIR PISTOL
Should you require service on your air pistol, carefully package and ship it prepaid to:

MARKSMAN PRODUCTS
5482 Argoey Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92649 USA
Attention: Service Department

Please include your name, address, telephone number, and a brief explanation of the problem. If your airgun is under warranty, also include a copy of the sales receipt.

AIR PISTOL TERMINOLOGY

SPECIFICATIONS
Fires up to 10 BB's without reloading. Also fires Pellets, Airgun Darts, and Bolts loaded individually.

AMMO: BB's ○, Lead Pellets ⌂, Darts ☻, and Bolts ◇
CALIBER: .177 cal. (4.5mm)
WEIGHT: 1 lb. 8 oz.
VELOCITY: 200 FPS
RECOMMENDED SHOOTING DISTANCE: 10 - 15 Feet with BB's

Statement Of Non-Liability
Airguns can cause serious harm, and in some instances, even death and should be handled with great care! This airgun is surrendered by Marksman Products with the express understanding that we assume no liability for its resale, handling, use or possession under local laws or regulations. Neither the manufacturer nor Marksman Products assumes any responsibility whatsoever. Personal injury or property damage resulting from either intentional or accidental discharge or for airgun functions subjected to influences beyond our control, are the sole responsibility of the airgun owner. We will honor no claims that may result from careless handling, unauthorized adjustments, defective or improper ammunition, corrosion or neglect.

By accepting the airgun, the buyer agrees to release the seller and Marksman Products, and all associated persons from liability for any damage to persons or property that may result, for any reason by using this airgun. Safety is your responsibility.

#1510 BB SPEED LOADER WITH 1,000 PREMIUM GRADE BB's
#3040 "PACK-A-LONG" FOLDING SLINGSHOT
#2015K LASERHAWK™ BB REPEATER AIR RIFLE
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